
 

EUROPALMS Orchid, artificial plant, white, 80cm
Orchid with white flowers in a natural stone optic decorative pot

Art. No.: 82530362
GTIN: 4026397642049

List price: 35.58 €
incl. 19% VAT.

Logistic

EAN / GTIN: 4026397642049

Weight: 1,30 kg

Length: 0.56 m

Width: 0.17 m

Heigth: 0.17 m

Description:

The wild beauty of orchids has always fascinated humans. However, orchid plants are also
considered to be very demanding and sensitive.
"Light, but no direct sun", "Avoid draughts", "Fertilize regularly, but not too much", "Diving
instead of watering - but only with rainwater", these are just some of the care instructions that
often prevent us from buying these exotic plants.
The artificial orchid from Europalms, however, is completely undemanding and does not blame
you for any mistakes in its care. 
It has 3 flower stems of different lengths with textile flowers that feel waxy when touched and
therefore hardly differ from the real plant. Closed PE buds are located at the tips of the flower
stems. Slightly bent, the plant reaches a total height of approx. 80 cm.
Leaves of EVA material and aerial roots complete the lifelike appearance.
The artificial plant is particularly suitable for window or counter decorations in residential and
business areas.
The plant is supplied already in a natural stone optics pot (approx. 16cm diameter).

Features:

- On delivery the item is Ready to stand
- whitecolored beautifully flowers

Technical specifications:

Delivery: Ready to stand

Standing/fixation: Design planter covered with moss

Eurolite®, Futurelight®, PSSO®, Roadinger®, Alutruss®, Europalms® and Dimavery® are trademarks of Steinigke Showtechnic GmbH, Andreas-Bauer-Straße 5, DE-97297 Waldbüttelbrunn
All rights reserved. Subject to change without notice. Errors and omissions excepted.Illustration only. Actual item may differ from photo.

https://www.steinigke.de/de/mpn82530362.html


Material: Textile

Color: White

Foliage: Material: EVA soft plast

Flowers: Color: white

 P(material: )textile

Decor style: Houseplant; modern living; mediterranean flair

Season: Summer

Dimensions: Height: 80 cm

Weight: 1,30 kg

Planter  

Dimensions: Diameter: Ø 16 cm
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